
This lightweight, adjustable desk stand holds the Stylistic 3400 for convenient use on a desktop
in either portrait or landscape orientation, with or without the port replicator attached.  The desk
stand folds flat for easy transportation and comes with a nylon carrying case. Also compatible
with the Stylistic 2300, Stylistic 1200, Point 1600, and Point 510.  Part # FMWDS3

Spare Stylistic 3400 pen stylus. Sold in packages of 5.  Part # FMW42PN1

Installed in seconds, these disposable screen overlays provide the ST3400 screen with extra pro-
tection from pen scratches from everyday dust and grit.  Recommended for all environments.
Package of 12.  Part # FMWSP10

Designed to protect the antenna of many 3rd party radio solutions, the Radio Antenna Cover Kit allows
the Stylistic 3400 to be configured with a variety of embedded solutions.  Part # FMW42RC1
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The tether attaches the pen to the Stylistic 3400 or to a carrying case.  Minimizes accidental dropping
or loss of the pen.  Features an integrated swivel to minimize twists in the cord. Also compatible with
the Stylistic 2300, Stylistic 1200, Point 1600, and Point 510.  Part # FMWST2

This tough, padded slip case protects the Stylistic 3400 while providing full user access to the display, hot
pads, suspend/resume button, DC-input power and I/O connectors: PC Card slot, IR ports,  internal speaker
and microphone, microphone and headphone jacks, VGA port, modem, and status LEDs.  The case does not
allow access to the battery or FDD port.  The unit can be carried vertically or horizontally by repositioning the
detachable shoulder strap on the D-rings located at the corners.  Includes pen holder, hand strap, carrying
handle and detachable shoulder strap.  Part # FMWCC43
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Compact and professional, the Portfolio Case allows the Stylistic 3400 to be transported and used just
like a notebook. Works with either the USB Keyboard [FMWKB5A] or IR keyboard [FMWKB4A].
Part # FMW4CC42
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CHOICES FOR ALL YOUR MOBILE WORKERS



Designed to complement the desktop of the mobile professional, the ST3400 mini-dock cradles the unit for
easy viewing and provides full access to all desktop features transforming the ST3400 into a “no excuses”
desktop replacement. The mini-dock provides a simple method to connect to: external monitor, PS/2 keyboard,
PS/2 mouse, parallel port, RS-232C serial port, external floppy, DC-input power, USB (2nd port), audio line-out
jacks, RJ-45 LAN, type III PC Card CardBus slot and a built-in speaker.  Part # FMW42DS1

Where frequent docking is required, the High Usage Cradle (HUC) provides drop-in connectivity to USB, 
charging capability and adjustable viewing angle.  Designed to complement a nurse’s station, the 
High Usage cradle will provide the ability to dock frequently.  Part # FMW42CR1

This PS/2 version of the USB keyboard is backward compatible with the Stylistic 2300, Stylistic 1200,
Point 1600 and Point 510. It connects directly to the PS/2 keyboard port on the port replicator or mini-
dock.  Note: This keyboard can not be used with ST3400 core unit but will function when using above 
mentioned peripherals.  Part # FMWKB3A

3.5”, 1.44 MB external floppy disk drive.  Connects to the floppy disk drive (FDD) port on the Stylistic
3400 or the port replicator. Also compatible with all Point 1600, Point 510 or Stylistic 2300, Stylistic 1200
units and peripherals, which provide a floppy disk drive port.  Part # FMWFD2

Low Power, 87-key, compact keyboard with Windows keys.   It features a 19 mm key pitch for a full-sized
keyboard feel, a coiled USB cable and dedicated F11 & F12 keys.  Connect it directly to the USB port on the
main unit, port replicator, High-Usage Cradle or Mini-dock. BIOS support on ST3400 ensures this Plug’n
Play keyboard will function even when USB support is not available (pre-boot and NT4).  Recommended
for application developers and Portfolio Case users.  Part # FMWKB5A

Removable, rechargeable, 2600 mAh, Lithium-ion battery pack for the Stylistic 3400.  The battery can
be warm swapped any time the Stylistic 3400 is in suspend mode.  Part # FMW42BP1

Powers the Stylistic 3400 or the external battery charger through a vehicle cigarette lighter. Operates on
12/24 volts DC input.  Also compatible with the Stylistic 2300, Stylistic1200, Point 1600 and Point 510.
Part # FMWCB2

Designed for hospitals, the wall mount cradle allows the user to attach and secure the ST3400 to the wall. 
Its folding keyboard tray allows the user to enter text and then fold it out of the way when not in use.  
Part # FMW42CR3

This compact desktop battery charger features easy to use gravity-fed operation which can accomodate
and charge two Stylistic 3400 batteries.  (Charges one battery at a time). 
Requires AC adapter or auto adapter. Part # FMW42BC1

Providing portable connectivity, the low-profile port replicator attaches firmly to the base of the ST3400.
When attached, the Stylistic 3400 is enhanced with the following connectivity ports: external monitor,
PS/2 keyboard, PS/2 mouse, parallel port, RS-232C serial port, external floppy, DC-input power, USB
(2nd port), audio line-out jacks, RJ-45 LAN, even a built-in speaker.  Install the port replicator plate
(included) for use with the folding desk stand, in portrait or landscape orientation.  Part # FMW42PRI

110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz auto-sensing AC adapter.  Powers the Stylistic 3400 or the external battery charger.
Can be used as an extra or replacement AC adapter for the Stylistic 3400.  Also compatible with the 
Stylistic 2300, 1200, Point 1600 and Point 510.  Includes AC power cable at no additional charge. 
Must specify localization of AC power cable.  Part # FMWAC6A
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T he mini-dock instantly transforms your Stylistic 3400 
into a fully functional desktop computer.

T he portfolio case allows the user to conveniently transport 
the Stylistic 3400 and its keyboard just like a notebook.

Mobile Computing System Solut ions


